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Start earning 

during  class 

(if you wish) 

with real 

voiceover buyers 
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You’ll learn the 
acting pyramid 

to avoid poor 

performance 

technique: 
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Format of Class Sessions: 

You’ll receive scripts, handouts and other assignments by email before the class starts 

18 live sessions are included in total: 

1. Eight individual coaching sessions by Zoom or similar (Skype, Teams, etc.). 

2. Seven online small group Zoom classes. 

3. Three Checklist for Success follow-up sessions via the Success Network 

Also included: 

1. Weekly multi-page handouts, 

2. Home study course, 

3. Homework evaluations, 

4. Success network career counseling. 

5. Complete Home Studio design, testing, and evaluation program 

6. Full access to the over 1,000 mini-courses in the Encyclopedia of Voiceover private group. 

7. Free Credits toward additional training or having a demo made or updated 

8. Assistance getting started on multiple marketplaces, and pursuing Agency representation. 
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You’ll get complete access to over 750 training articles on ALL core competencies:
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Once you complete the core curriculum, we enroll you free into the Success Network: 

Get paying clients fast • Increase your rates rapidly • Achieve annual income goals 
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Complete Home Studio design, testing and consulting continues until your studio tests in the top 

third of professional studios. Go as fast or slow as you wish—we’re not done until you’re done. 
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The Success Network provides you with the information you need to succeed, such as what 

work is in high demand on different marketplaces at different times: 

 

   

 
 

 

Earn more in less time with the True Hourly Rate performance/production Swift System: 
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You’ll learn the 
character POV 

system for 

interpreting 

audition specs, 

notes and 

directions: 
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You’ll Learn the 
Fundamentals 

of Marketing 

your Voiceover 

Business 
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Learn key details and techniques for improving your speech and vocal delivery: 
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